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0. Decentralized Gambling Finance era. 

 

Over the past years, we have witnessed the advancement of blockchain technology, 

anonymous digital identity, the creation of tokens representing ownership of assets, 

and the rise of decentralized finance (DeFi). We want to take step further and elevate 

the use of this technology by mixing the characteristics of gaming with the skills of 

DeFi (shared pools) and the power of blockchain to create a circular wealth 

distribution system that is transparent, secure, and fair to all participants.  

 

The goal of Decentralized Gambling Finance (GambFi) is to create a new market that 

is constantly evolving and transforming, with algorithms that can be implemented in 

different markets around the world. 

 

1. What is EndBlock 

 

EndBlock is a decentralized protocol that is set to disrupt the DeFi and Crypto 

Gambling industries by providing a peer-to-peer ecosystem connected to its patented 

Reverse Block System. The platform's primary focus is on delivering a decentralized 

gambling finance experience that operates entirely on smart contracts, ensuring 

transparency and automation. 

 

The platform runs in Polygon and can work on any blockchain, can be used to burn 

any blockchain cryptocurrency.  

 

EndBlock is not just a game but an entirely new protocol. The platform offers a range 

of DeFi features, including minting, staking, and lending.  

http://www.endblock.io/
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2. History  

 

Endblock is a concept that was envisioned and patented in 2014, that with the advent 

of blockchain technology finally became a reality. Its goal is to provide everyone with 

the opportunity to fulfill their financial aspirations. 

 

3. Reverse Pool System 

 

The concept of the Reverse Pool System is very simple. Combine the power of reverse 

engineering of blockchain blocks to secure constant deposits in liquidity pools and the 

power of DeFi to create a new gamified distribution of wealth system.  

 

The system allows players to have a chance to win big prizes with relatively small 

bets. As the shared pool grows with each bet, even players who have made small bets 

have a chance to win a significant portion of the pool. This creates a more inclusive 

and accessible gambling experience for players, as opposed to traditional centralized 

gambling platforms where big bets are usually required to win substantial prizes. 

 

4. A new way to measure time 

 

In the reverse block system, time is measured in blockchain blocks, each block equals 

certain amount of seconds depending of the blockchain that is being used, which 

provides a transparent method of keeping a chronological record of the transactions 

made by the user during the game. 

 

In a blockchain, each block represents a bundle of transactions that are verified and 

added to the public ledger. This provides to our system a reliable and consistent 

method for tracking the flow of transactions and ensuring that they are properly 

accounted for. 

 

This is particularly important in the context of Decentralized Gambling Finance, as it 

helps to eliminate the risk of fraud, and helps to provide users with a high degree of 

confidence in the integrity of the system. 
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6. Elements of the ecosystem 

 

As EndBlock is a new and innovative game in the decentralized gaming world, it is 

important that we explain the main elements of the game to better understand how it 

works. 

 

6.1 Decentralized crypto wallet 

 

As a decentralized platform, EndBlock requires players to use a decentralized 

cryptocurrency wallet to play. This is because the platform does not store user 

information or funds, and users are responsible for the security of their wallets and 

their identity. By using a decentralized wallet, users can have full control over their 

funds and interact with the platform securely without the need for intermediaries or 

third-party services. Additionally, the use of a decentralized wallet enables users to 

maintain their anonymity and privacy. 

  

 

6.1.2 Connect your decentralized crypto wallet 

 

The first thing a user needs to do is connect their wallet clicking the Connect green 

button in the upper right corner and select their wallet provider. Once the user has 

connected the wallet to EndBlock properly it will need to sign an approval to allow 

the wallet to interact with the smart contracts of the platform. 

 

EndBlock is designed to work with decentralized wallets that support Polygon 

Network , such as: 

-MetaMask 

-Wallet Connect 

-Trust Wallet 

-Token Pocket 
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6.2 $END Token 

 

$END is the native utility token of the EndBlock ecosystem, powering its 

decentralized finance (DeFi) features. The primary purpose of the $END Token is to 

serve as the medium of exchange to play within the EndBlock platform and to 

accumulate as much $END as possible. 

 

$END is a token built on the Polygon Network, providing users with the benefits of 

fast and low-cost transactions. All DeFi features within EndBlock are powered by 

$END, making it an essential component of the platform's economy. 

 

The only way to mint $END is by playing with MATIC in the Minting Pool, it can be 

used in the platforms DeFi features or to play in the different games across the 

platform to win more $END. When the $END is used to play it is burned, creating a 

self-sustaining economy within the platform. This unique mint and burn mechanism 

of $END ensures that it remains a valuable and limited resource, with its scarcity 

adding to the excitement and competition of EndBlock's gameplay. 

 

EndBlock did not pre-mint any $END and does not have the ability to mint tokens. 

This ensures that the distribution of $END Tokens is fair and transparent for all users 

who play on the platform. The supply of $END is determined by the interaction of the 

players within EndBlock and is constantly changing as it is minted and burned within 

the EndBlock platform. 

 

The main goal of EndBlock's gameplay is to accumulate as much $END as possible, 

while also engaging in various DeFi features powered by the token. The combination 

of minting and burning through gameplay creates a unique and dynamic self-

regulating ecosystem for the token, where the supply of $END is constantly adjusted 

based on the level of activity within the platform. 
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6.2.1 $END Liquidity Pool  

 

EndBlock will use the $END and MATIC received as commissions to create and fill 

liquidity pools in the main decentralized exchanges. 

 

Creating these liquidity pools provides users with additional alternatives of utility of 

their $END tokens as they can either use their $END tokens to continue playing 

within EndBlock’s ecosystem or sell them on the decentralized exchanges for other 

cryptocurrencies.  

 

It's important to note that the creation of liquidity pools does not change the primary 

purpose of $END as the main medium of play within EndBlock. Furthermore, the 

creation of liquidity pools can also contribute to the exposure and growth of the $END 

token and the EndBlock platform. 

 

6.3 Reset Blocks 

 

Reset Blocks is key piece of the Reverse Pool System; it allows players to convert 

their Matic into $END token directly to their crypto wallet and to play in different 

games to win more $END. This process activates the reverse block counters and 

distributes the Matic and $END between different Share Pools and the DeFi pools. 

 

6.4 Reverse block counters 

 

The reverse block counters are fundamental pieces to the game as they are the tools to 

determine whenever there is a winner on the game. The use of reverse block counters 

also ensures that the game remains transparent and secure as they are based on 

blockchain technology. 

 

6.4.1 Blocks Until Jackpot 

Every time a user Reset Blocks either to convert Matic into $End or to play a game it 

will start an inverse blockchain block counter and send a percentage of the Matic or 

$End spent to a Share Pool and DeFi Pools. If the Blocks Until Jackpot counter reaches 

0, the last wallet that has reset the counter wins the accumulated prize and this marks 

the end of the game game. 

The next game will start when the Reset Blocks button is clicked again for the first time. 
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6.4.2 Blocks Until Lottery  

 

There is a possibility that the blocks until jackpot counter is constantly resetting, and 

players do not allow the counter to reach zero, this could create an infinite loop, with a 

lot of money inside and no winner. 

 

For this reason, we have implemented a master block mechanism named Blocks Until 

Lottery which is also an inverse blockchain block counter. The Blocks Until Lottery 

goal is to avoid an infinite loop and distribute the accumulated prize among the 

players who participated in a lottery format.  

 

When the Reset Blocks buttons is clicked for the first time, the Blocks Until Lottery 

starts its inverse blockchain block counter thus starting the game. If by the time the 

Blocks Until Lottery counter reaches zero there is no winner then the accumulated 

prize will be distributed in a lottery and this marks the end of the game. 

 

The game next game will start when the Reset Blocks button is clicked again for the 

first time. 

 

 

6.5 Lottery 

 

EndBlock's lottery is a prize distribution system that takes place when the Blocks 

Until Lottery counter reaches 0 before having an individual winner. The prize 

distribution in EndBlock's lottery is based on the blockchain. This means that it is a 

transparent and secure process, as all transactions on the blockchain are publicly 

recorded and tamper-proof. 

 

6.5.1 Tickets 

Every time a user Reset Blocks they receive a ticket, which serves as their 

participation in case there is no individual winner, and the game ends up in the lottery.  
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6.5.2 Prizes 

 

When a lottery "explodes", the accumulated pool is divided into different prizes, and 

winners will receive a notification displaying the amount they have won. A button to 

withdraw their prize is also provided, and players have the option to accumulate their 

winnings in case they still don’t want to withdraw. This ensures that players have 

complete control over their winnings, and can choose to either withdraw or keep 

playing, as they see fit.  

 

5. Shared Pools: A new decentralized betting experience 

 

EndBlock with its innovative Reverse Pool System, has created a new gamified type 

of wealth distribution named Shared Pools. Shared Pools are collective pools of funds 

accumulated through the betting process of the players. The Shared Pool has an 

inverse counter that is reset every that a player makes a bet. The goal of the game is to 

be the last player to reset the counter before it reaches 0 to win the accumulated prize.  

 

If you were not the last to reset the counter before it reached 0, the game is not over 

yet! EndBlock has different DeFi mechanisms across the platform to offer players the 

chance to recover or even sometimes win more than what was bet, making this a 

circular and automatic gambling system.  

 

 

7. Types of Shared Pools 

 

EndBlock has several types of Shared Pools, each one with its own set of reverse 

block counters, reset block button and its own prize pool. These shared pools offer 

players a variety of different games with varying odds of winning. Some shared pools 

may have shorter reverse block counters, allowing for more frequent, smaller prizes. 

Other shared pools may have longer reverse block counters, leading to larger prizes 

that are awarded less frequently. By offering a diverse range of shared pools, 

EndBlock provides players with a variety of different betting options to choose from, 

catering to different playing styles and risk preferences. 
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Additionally, Endblock aims to constantly innovate and improve the gaming 

experience for its users by incorporating new features and gameplay elements that 

utilize the reverse block system. This can result in the creation of various new shared 

pools with different block combinations and new challenges, risk, and odds. 

Endblock's goal is to always offer an exciting and engaging gaming experience while 

maintaining the essence of its reverse pool system. 

 

8. Game modes 

 

The different Shared Pools can be combined in different ways to create unique game 

modes, providing players with a variety of gaming experiences within EndBlock. 

 

With the ability to create different combinations of Shared Pools, EndBlock can 

continuously innovate and offer players new and exciting ways to play. 

 

Endblock is working on developing new game modes that will provide a more casino-

like experience, with faster and more frequent prizes. These upcoming game modes 

are designed to offer a more dynamic and engaging gaming experience to the players. 

They will include new elements, risks, and odds, while always maintaining the 

essence of the reverse block system.  

 

9. Winners 

 

In Endblock, transparency and security are of utmost importance. By using blockchain 

technology, all transactions and prize distributions are recorded on a public ledger, 

ensuring fair and secure gaming for all players. 

 

Endblock provides real-time updates on the winners. Details can be consulted in the 

winners’ tab where it will show the winning wallets, blockchain block, prize amount 

and blockchain transaction id. 
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10. Automation through blockchain 

 

Endblock is a decentralized game that operates entirely on the blockchain through 

smart contracts. This means that all transactions and interactions within the game are 

recorded on the blockchain, making it transparent and ensuring fair play. Endblock 

doesn't store any user's money and all transactions are peer-to-peer, which means that 

users always have full control of their funds. The use of smart contracts in Endblock 

ensures that the game operates in a trustless and secure manner, without the need for 

intermediaries or third parties. 

 

11. Money distribution 

 

 70% of all the bets are shared with the users through all the pools. 

 10% to Loan return. 

 10% to the $Juice NFT collection Stake. 

 5% to affiliates. 

 2.5 to DEX liquidity 

 2.5% of all the bets goes to Endblock Treasury. 

 

97.5% of all the bets in the platform are shared within the users. 

 

12. Invite and win 

 

Endblock offers a referral program that rewards users for inviting others to join the 

platform. Users can find their affiliate link in the Invite & Win tab and share it to their 

potential affiliates; their affiliate must sign a blockchain transaction to confirm. 

 

Once your affiliate is confirmed you will earn 5% of all their bets on the platform. 

This is a one-level referral system, so you will only earn from your direct affiliates. 
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There is no time limit or restriction on the referral program, so you can continue to 

earn rewards from your direct affiliates as long as they continue to use the platform. 

The referral rewards are automatically deposited into your wallet. 

 

13. Stake  

 

EndBlock offers staking options for $END token holders, allowing them to earn a 

share from all the platform's transactions. A percentage of all bets placed on EndBlock 

is allocated to the stake pool, which is distributed to stakers in proportion to their 

stake. 

 

By staking their $END tokens, users can earn a passive income in addition to their 

regular gameplay rewards. This incentivizes users to hold onto their $END tokens, 

contributing to the token's overall scarcity and value. 

 

The staking mechanism also adds to the self-regulating nature of the $END token 

economy, as the amount of tokens staked affects the amount of rewards earned by 

stakers. As a result, the token's value is further determined by the level of activity and 

engagement within the EndBlock platform. 

 

14. $Juice NFT Collection 

 

The $Juice NFT collection is a unique set of 10,000 non-fungible tokens (NFTs) 

created by EndBlock. The $Juice NFTs serve as a way for users to earn a share of the 

10% of every bet placed on the platform. To be eligible for this reward, users must 

stake their $Juice NFTs. Every time a bet is placed, users receive an immediate payout 

of their share. The $Juice NFTs also hold a value of their own and can be traded on 

external NFT marketplaces such as Opensea. The $Juice NFT collection is a unique 

opportunity for users to earn passive income through their participation in the 

EndBlock ecosystem. 
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15. Loan 

 

EndBlock's loan option allows users to loan either $END or MATIC to the platform 

for liquidity. By offering both options, users can choose the asset that best suits their 

investment preferences and risk tolerance. 

 

When loaning $END or MATIC, users are guaranteed a return of 10% on their 

investment, while also contributing to the platform's overall liquidity and supporting 

the growth and development of the EndBlock platform. 

 

The option to loan both $END tokens and MATIC provides users with flexibility in 

their investment strategies and helps to ensure that the platform has a steady supply of 

liquidity to support its operations and ecosystem. 

 

EndBlock's loan mechanism is another example of the platform's commitment to 

creating a sustainable and self-regulating economy for the $END token. By offering 

users multiple investment options. 

 

16. Security 

 

EndBlock has taken measures to ensure the security of its platform. For example, all 

smart contracts on EndBlock have been audited by Halborn, a blockchain security 

company, to identify and mitigate potential vulnerabilities. In addition, the platform 

undergoes constant penetration testing to identify any weaknesses and improve its 

security posture. Despite these measures, it is important to note that no system can be 

completely immune to security threats, and users should still take appropriate 

precautions to protect their wallets and personal information. 

 

You can consult EndBlock’s Smart Contract Security Audit here. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://endblock.io/halborn.pdf
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17. License  

 

Endblock has a casino license from Curacao, demonstrating our commitment to 

providing a secure and trustworthy platform for our users. This license ensures that 

our platform complies with strict regulatory standards and undergoes regular audits to 

maintain the highest level of security and fairness. 

 

You can consult our casino license information here. 

 

18. Risks 

 

 Endblock is a fully blockchain-based platform, which means that there are 

technical risks present that users should be aware of. These risks include, but 

are not limited to: 

 

 Node disconnections: Which can affect platform speed and stability if nodes 

are unable to validate transactions. If a user wins during a disconnection, this 

is still considered part of the game.  

 

 Network congestion:  Which can cause transaction delays and increase 

transaction costs as the platform usage increases. Again, if a user wins due to 

network congestion, this is part of the game.  

 

 Decentralization: EndBlock doesn't store user information or funds, so users 

are responsible for the security of their wallets and identity. Additionally, 

sometimes web3 wallet access may present difficulties that only they can 

solve.  

 

However, EndBlock is working on creating its own chain node structure to reduce 

technical risks to a minimum. 
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19. Conclusion  

 

In conclusion, EndBlock is a unique blockchain-based platform that offers a new way 

to play online betting games in a fully decentralized and fair environment. With a 

focus on transparency and fairness, the platform utilizes blockchain technology and 

smart contracts to ensure that all games are provably fair. We are continuously 

improving our platform and introducing new features that enhance the gambling 

experience for our users. EndBlock also offers a variety of features such as the $End 

Sta Pool and the $Juice NFT collection, providing users with additional ways to earn 

rewards and share in the success of the platform. We believe that blockchain 

technology has a big future on the gambling industry, and we are committed to lead 

the way. Join us today and experience the power of EndBlock. 

 


